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Abstract—Extracting information about MCUs from SEU data
sets can be a challenge without physical layout information. Many
modern static-random access memory (SRAM) components inter-
leave memory cells to improve the robustness of error-correcting
codes (ECC) that detect and correct errors in the memory array.
Bit interleaving has also become popular with other components
with large SRAM arrays, including field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGAs). In this paper, we present a technique for extracting
MCUs statistically from radiation test data. Further, we use this
technique to extract MCU information from a 28-nm FPGA that
uses interleaving to protect the configuration memory.

Index Terms—Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), mul-
tiple-bit upset, reconfiguration, soft errors, single event effect
(SEE), testing techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S semiconductors continue to scale, single-event effects
(SEEs) have an increasing impact on semiconductor

circuits [1]. Furthermore, the shrinking feature sizes of tran-
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sistors has lead to an increase in single-event upsets (SEUs)
that affect multiple physically adjacent memory cells [2],
which are often called multiple-cell upsets (MCUs). MCUs
reduce the efficacy of error correcting codes (ECC), such
as single-error correct/double-error detect codes (SECDED)
that are not designed to correct multiple simultaneous errors.
In recent years, interleaving memory cells has reduced the
impact of MCUs in static-random access memory (SRAM)
arrays by translating an MCU into individual SRAM errors
that can be corrected using SECDED [3]. Unfortunately, these
interleaving schemes make it more difficult to identify MCUs
in radiation testing unless the physical layout is known. In this
paper we will discuss a technique for extracting information
about MCUs from bit interleaved memory cells when the
physical layout is unknown.
Memory cells can be viewed either as being physically or log-

ically organized. The physical representation of the array is nec-
essary for determining which SEUs are MCUs, as the physical
adjacency of multiple SEUs identifies the MCU. The logical or-
ganization, such as a word in SRAM arrays or a cache line in a
processor, determine how the memory is accessed by the user.
Both representations are important when analyzing and under-
standing theMCU behavior in a component.When ECC is used,
it is necessary to determine how MCUs overlay onto the logical
structure to determine whether MCUs overcome the encoding
scheme. While the physical location and the logical address are
related, logical adjacency does not imply physical adjacency,
especially if the cells are interleaved [4].
This difference between the physical and logical representa-

tions of the memory organization leads to confusion in the ter-
minology used in the literature. In this paper we are using these
definitions for the physical representations of errors:
• Multiple-Cell Upset (MCU)A single particle causes more
than one SEU regardless of the logical relationship. MCUs
refer to all of the cells that are upset by the particle regard-
less of logical organization.

• Single-Cell Upset (SCU)A single particle that causes only
one memory cell to upset.

On the logical realm we use this term:
• Multiple-Bit Upset (MBU) An MCU where multiple
SEUs occur in a single logical “word.” An MBU refers
only to the portion of the MCU that occurs within a single
logical word and ignores the any part of the MCU that
affects other words.
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Fig. 1. 5-Bit Multi-Cell Upset within Interleaved Frames.

Fig. 2. Two MBUs Visible to the User.

As an artifact of testing, it is possible to construct MCUs
through the accumulation of SEUs [5]. For this situation we use
this term:
• Coincident SEU (CSEU) Two or more SEUs, whether
MCUor SCU, that are physically adjacent in such amanner
that an MCU is constructed (i.e., “fake MCU”). Because
this effect is an artifact of accelerated testing, such events
are statistically rare in deployed systems.

We are particularly interested in how MCUs affect SRAM-
based FPGAs. These components share many of the same prob-
lems as SRAM memory, as the architecture leverages SRAM
memory to store the internal state that is used for specifying
the behavior of programmable logic, internal block memory,
user flip-flops, and control circuitry (internal state machines,
and system registers). The configuration memory on a modern
FPGA might include millions of SRAM cells that are often sen-
sitive to SEUs and MCUs [5]–[7]. Xilinx has started using bit
interleaving and a 32-bit SECDED ECC word in the 7-series
FPGAs to help correct and detect SEUs as they occur. These
32-bit ECC words are used to detect and correct SCUs in the
logical “word” in an FPGA, which is called a frame. Fig. 1
demonstrates how a 5-bit MCUwould affect the contents of two
interleaved frames. This same MCU corresponds to two MBUs
as seen in Fig. 2. The two MBUs are easily detected by the user
through configuration readback. The actual MCU, however, is
not detectable by the user.
SRAM and FPGA components share another similarity–the

physical layout and logical organization is proprietary. With
physical layout information, there a number of different MCU
extraction techniques and analyses that can be completed, such
as the effect of well depth, well contacts, cluster size or input
data dependence [8]–[10]. Other researchers have looked at
methods for extracting MCUs from SEU data sets when the
physical layout was not known. [11] uses an analytically model
based on the geometric distribution that modeled “grouped ar-
rivals” as a proxy for MCU effects and was validated using the
data from [3]. Several researchers has used logical adjacency to
extract the MCUs from the SEU data [12]–[14]. In [15] MCUs
were extracted from the SEU data set for the Spartan-3 by
running at very low fluences, so that the statistical probability
of having more than one upset in the configuration memory
at one time was very low. Previously, the authors have relied
upon reverse engineering or proprietary information to translate

logical addresses to physical addresses in Xilinx FPGAs [5],
[7]. Our technique is a statistical method that can be used with
a minimum of information about physical layout of the com-
ponent and any SRAM array. This technique uses the logical
addresses of SEUs to determine the probability of physical
adjacency and statistically define the physical adjacency model,
which can be used to extract MCUs from the original data set.
This paper presents a technique for extracting MCU infor-

mation for FPGAs from radiation test data using a statistical
method (Section II). A discussion of uncertainty and validation
are in Section III. TheMCU extraction technique is then applied
to the radiation test data of the Xilinx Kintex-7 (Section IV). We
compare these results to results collected on previous FPGAs.
While broadly applied to the Kintex-7, we believe this technique
will be generally useful to independent researchers studying
SRAM and FPGA components that do not have the benefit of
the physical layout information.

II. MCU AND MBU EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE

The MCU extraction technique uses radiation test data and
the dimensions of an array (SRAM or FPGA) to determine sta-
tistically which SEUs in the test data are MCUs. This process
involves these steps:
1. Collect SEU data with radiation testing and organize upset
data into logical addresses,

2. Determine the logical distances between SEUs and create
a histogram of common upset pairs,

3. Create physical adjacency model from statistical data, and
4. Extract MCUs and MBUs from the SEUs using physical
adjacency model.

These steps will discussed in detail in this section.

A. Collect SEU Data

The first step in this process is to collect SEU data from static
radiation testing. In many cases the SEU data collected for the
SEU cross section can be used for MCU analysis. However, it
is important that the number of SEUs in each read of the com-
ponent are kept low so that coincident SEUs (CSEUs) do not
contaminate the data, which is discussed in detail in Section III.
Collecting SEU data for MCU analysis requires either many
short beam runs for static test methodologies or using a semi-dy-
namic/dynamic test methodologies that allows for frequent full
component read outs.
To perform physical adjacency analysis, the individual upset

data must be represented in some two dimensional form. For
example, in an FPGA the x-dimension is defined by the number
of configuration frames and the y-dimension is defined by the
number of bits in the frame. An SRAM could use the number
of words for the x-dimension and the number of bits in the
word as the y-dimension. This coordinate system does not nec-
essarily represent any physical organization and is used pri-
marily for bounding the locations of the SEUs. It is not nec-
essary for the 2D array to be square, as this array does not need
to have a one-to-one correlation with the physical layout of the
component.
For this work, an upset ( ), is represented as a ( ) tuple,

where corresponds to the frame number location of the upset
and corresponds to the bit number of the upset within the
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Fig. 3. FPGA Upset Coordinate System and Upset Labeling.

frame. A similar process is possible using the number of words
and the word size for traditional SRAM arrays. Fig. 3 demon-
strates six different upsets labeled using this coordinate system.
Upset , denoted by the box with the number ‘1’, indicates an
upset in frame #2 ( ) and bit #3 within this frame ( ).

B. Identifying Upset Pair Offsets

Once the SEUs from a test have been converted into
coordinates in the 2D array, it is possible to determine the upset
pair offsets and identify common upset patterns. Patterns are
identified by comparing each SEU location to all other SEU
locations in the list. During this process for a list of SEUs,

distinct upset pairs are evaluated. The example in
Fig. 3 contains 15 unique upset pairs that must be evaluated. An
upset pair, , is represented as an ordered set of two upsets,
( , ).
To identify common coordinate offsets between upset pairs,

the upset pair offset, , is computed for each upset pair:

(1)

for all upset pairs where . For example, the upset pair offset
for and in Fig. 3 is .
To ensure that there is only a single upset pair offset for each pair
of upsets, the upsets are ordered using the following convention:
if , then . If and , then .
Upset pairs, , are created such that .
Computing all of the upset pair offsets for large 2D arrays

with a large number of SEUs is not practical. The maximum
number of upset pair offsets for a given 2D array is defined as

(2)

where and are the dimensions of the 2D array. For the
example of Fig. 3 where and , the number of
unique upset pair offsets is 171. For the Kintex-7 325T, where

and , the maximum number of unique
upset pair offsets is 147,708,335, making it impractical to cal-
culate every upset pair offset.

To simplify the computation of upset pair offsets, only a
small subset of upset pair offsets is considered. Based on pre-
vious FPGA test results, we assume that physical adjacency is
most likely with configuration bits with relatively close frame
numbers and bit numbers. The upset offset values that will be
searched are limited by a frame distance and bit off distance
of 32 as follows: and . This
restriction limits the upset pair offset search space to 1,891
upset pairs.
Once all of the pair upsets are determined from the SEU test

data, a histogram of all the offset patterns is created. In the ex-
ample of Fig. 3, there is one upset pair offset with more than
one count: . This upset pair offset
( ) is seen by the following upset pairs:
( ) and ( ). These upset pair offsets suggest that they
represent physical adjacency.

C. Create Physical Adjacency Model

After collecting the individual bit upset data and tabulating
the histogram of upset offset counts, the upset pair offsets will be
analyzed and used to build a physical adjacency model. Specifi-
cally, a physical adjacency model is created by selecting specific
upset offsets and tagging such offsets as “physically adjacent”.
If a particular upset pair offset represents physical adjacency and
MCUs occur with this upset offset, this particular offset will ap-
pear in the upset offset histogram more frequently that offsets
that do not have physical adjacency. For example, if the upset
offset corresponds to physical adjacency and
MCUs occur between SEUs with this offset then this offset will
appear in the upset log with a far higher frequency than upset
offsets that do not correspond to physical adjacency.
If no MCUs occur in a radiation test and the upsets occur

uniformly over the array, then each upset offset should appear
within the radiation test data at constant rate. If a specific upset
offset corresponds to physical adjacency then the upset offset
rate will be much higher than this constant upset rate. Those
upset offsets that demonstrate this higher rate are chosen as
“physically adjacent” offsets. Any configuration upset pair that
matches this particular upset offset will be identified as anMCU.

D. MCU and MBU Extraction

After the physical adjacency model has been identified, dis-
crete MCUs can be created by comparing all pairs of upsets
within individual runs of the radiation test data. Any upset pairs
observed in the radiation test data that matches one of the chosen
“adjacent” pairs are assumed to be caused by the same particle
and are combined to form a single 2-bit MCU. For example,
if an upset pair offset of has been tagged as “physically
adjacent”, any upset pair that matches this upset offset will be
combined into a 2-bit MCU.
The process of creating MCUs from individual SCUs con-

tinues iteratively to build larger and larger MCUs to create max-
imally sized clusters. Initially, the offset of all upset pairs are
compared to create 2-bit MCUs from the full set of discrete con-
figuration upsets. Next, all 2-bit MCUs are compared against
other SCUs to see if they are physically adjacent. If these MCUs
are bridged by an upset pair, they are combined to form a larger
MCU. This process continues until noMCUs contain upsets that
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are physically adjacent to any individual upset in the test data.
This algorithm similar to the algorithm described in [5] to group
adjacent upsets into larger MCUs.
To illustrate this process, the upset map of Fig. 3 will be

used with the chosen adjacency coordinates to demonstrate how
MCUs are clustered. First is compared to and a upset
pair offset match is found (1,-1). These two upsets are grouped
into a single MCU. Next, is compared to and again an
upset pair offset match is found (1,1). This upset is added to the
MCU. When is then compared to , no adjacencies
are found. This process continues by comparing each upset in
sorted order to all remaining upsets to iteratively form larger
MCUs. Three distinct upset events will be identified with the
physical adjacency model described above: , ,
and .
The extracted MCU data can also be used to identify inde-

pendent MBUs. AnMBU is extracted from the MCU data when
more than one upset from the same MCU is in the same frame.
For example, one MBU will be extracted from the MCU events
of the example in Fig. 3. Three upsets are seen in frame 3 of
this upset map ( , , and ). Two of the upsets belong to the
same MCU and . Because upsets and belong to the
MCU, they are identified as an MBU in frame 3. Because upset
is not associated with an MCU, it is classified as an indepen-

dent SCU.

III. VALIDATION AND QUANTIFYING UNCERTAINTY

Accurately extractingMCUs from existing SEU data can be a
challenge. There can be a number of issues in which uncertainty
can be inserted into the process. For our technique there are two
sources of uncertainty:
• CSEUs in the data set and
• Lack of physical layout information.
The first source of uncertainty needs to be addressed through

experimental test methodologies. The second source of uncer-
tainty is quantified by comparing results to a known data set.
We will discuss both of these issues in this section.

A. CSEUs

CSEUs are caused by allowing too many SEUs to accumu-
late in the SRAM array or FPGA before reading out the re-
sults. As the number of SEUs increases, the probability of con-
structing anMBU from two existing SEUs increases. Estimating
the probability of a CSEU is an important part of the test design
process, as experimenters might need to limit either the expo-
sure time or the flux to keep the SEU rate below a certain level
for MCU extraction. In [16], the authors discuss methods for es-
timating CSEUs by analyzing the shape of MBUs, analytically
and through Monte Carlo simulations, which lead to the use of
Monte Carlo simulations in [5], [7] to estimate the probability
of CSEUs. In [17], the author addresses the problem statistically
using an extension of the well-known birthday problem. In this
paper, Monte Carlo experiments and the equations from [17]
provide bounds on the bias from CSEUs.
The Monte Carlo experiment was designed to be parameter-

ized with variables for the shape of the 2D array, the number
of SEUs per trial and the number of trials. For our experiment,
we chose the shape of the Kintex-7 2D array (22,546 frames,

Fig. 4. Probability of a CSEU as a function of the percentage of the Array that
has SCUs.

3,232 bits). A variety of values were chosen for the number of
SEUs per trial to determine how the CSEU probability changed
as more of the 2D array was upset. The Monte Carlo exper-
iments were all run for 1,600,000 trials for statistical signifi-
cance. From [17] we used equation 17:

(3)

where is the number of bits in the 2D array, is the collision
range (set to 31) and is the number of upsets. Both of these
methods were used to determine the probability that a given
trial has CSEUs. The Monte Carlo experiments are also used to
determine characteristics about the CSEUs, such as the expected
number of CSEUs in a trial.
The probabilities calculated by the Monte Carlo experiments

and [17] are shown in Fig. 4. Not only do these techniques
show a good correlation to each other, the output shows the ef-
fect of accumulating SEUs. This figure shows that when SEUs
comprise 0.00137%–0.01372% of the array the probability of
having a trial with a CSEU goes from 5% to 99%. Fig. 5 shows
the histogram of CSEUs per trial. These figures show that when
there are very few SEUs in the array, the probability of a CSEU
is low and the probability that a trial has more than one CSEU in
a trial is very low. As SEUs accumulate in the array, the prob-
ability of CSEUs increases rapidly and non-linearly. For this
experiment, this problem is negligible due to low limits on the
number of upsets per trial.

B. Validation with Physical Layout

While this paper discusses the results of Kintex-7 radiation
testing, the authors have previously studied other FPGAs. We
were able to use one of our historical data sets of the Virtex-5 to
validate the efficacy of the technique. The MCU results for the
Virtex-5 were published in [7]. The MCUs in this report were
extracted using a tool that was designed using proprietary in-
formation from Xilinx. We used the proton data set from [7]
to validate the technique in this paper. We present the compar-
ison between these two tools in Table I. These results show that
our technique are accurate to within 2%–28% of results using
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Fig. 5. Histogram of CSEUs per Trial.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VALIDATION

the physical layout. Furthermore, the technique properly recog-
nized the component did not use bit interleaving.

IV. XILINX KINTEX-7 28 NM FPGA CASE STUDY

Now that the technique and its limitations have been de-
scribed, we will apply it to a radiation data set collected on the
Kintex-7 325T. In this section we will describe how these tests
were setup, the results from MCU extraction and historical
trends with other Xilinx FPGAs.

A. Radiation Test Setup

Radiation testing was performed using the Xilinx KC705
evaluation board containing the 28-nm Xilinx Kintex-7 325T
FPGA (see Fig. 6). This FPGA has 22,546 frames and each
frame has 3,232 bits. Testing was performed using the 16 MeV
heavy ion cocktail at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
in September 2014. The ions, fluences and total number of
upsets are shown in Table II. The component was tested at
normal incidence, nominal voltages and nominal temperatures.
The configuration memory operates on the “VCCINT” power
supply with a nominal voltage of 1.0 V. A complete set of
cross-section results for the configuration memory, internal
Block memory (BRAM), and the user Flip-Flops can be found
in [6]. In this paper, we focus solely on the configuration
memory for MCU analysis.
To limit the presence of CSEUs, the test for each ion was

broken up into many small “runs.” For these tests the FPGA
was configured before the test started and continuous readbacks
were done during the tests. These readback operations create
readback files which include the contents of the configuration
memory, including SEUs. The FPGA was not configured while
the beam was on to reduce the chance of overwriting SEUs. The
number of runs and the average number of upsets per run are

Fig. 6. Radiation Test Setup Using the Xilinx KC705 Evaluation Board.

TABLE II
HEAVY ION BEAM PARAMETERS. THE INCIDENT LET IS THE

LET AT THE SURFACE OF THE ACTIVE VOLUME

listed in Table II. The flux was chosen to provide under 500
upsets per run. Any runs that contained more than 1000 upsets
were removed from the analysis.
The FPGA was configured with a known bitstream imple-

menting a simple user circuit. After the test was over, the read-
back files were compared to the original bitstream to identify
the upset locations. These sets of upset locations are then used
to create the physical adjacency model.

B. Create Physical Adjacency Model

The individual upsets collected during radiation testing were
used to create a physical adjacency model of the Kintex-7
configuration memory. Using the procedure described in
Section II, all upset pairs for each individual run were analyzed
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Fig. 7. Occurrence of Upset Offset Pairs.

Fig. 8. Highest Probability Upset Pairs (frame offset).

and counted to identify high probability upset offset pairs. To
limit the search space, pairs are upsets were only considered
with a frame distance of 32 or less (i.e. ) and a bit
number offset of 32 or less (i.e., ). The count of all
upset pairs in the complete data set is summarized in Fig. 7.
A wide variety of upset offset pairs are seen in the data set.

However, several upset offset pairs were seen with far more fre-
quency than others. The most common upset pair observed was
(1,-1), or a pair of configuration bits in adjacent frames (i.e.,

) and where the bit offset of the second upset is one
less than the bit offset of the first upset (i.e., ). This
clearly suggests that some form of frame interleaving is being
performed–configuration bits in sequential frames are physi-
cally adjacent to maximize the benefits of the error correction
coding. Other upset offset pairs that occurred with a high fre-
quency include (0,1), (1,1), and (1,0). All four upset patterns
occur with a much higher frequency than other upset patterns
and are selected as “physically adjacent”. These four patterns
are summarized graphically in Fig. 8 and are used to extract
MCUs from the upset data.

C. Extracting Kintex-7 MCUs

The physical adjacency model described above was used to
extractMCUs from the upset data collected in the radiation tests.
The approach described in Section II was applied to the upset
list from each readback file. The result of this process was to
group individual upsets into MCUs using the adjacency model
and to identify the remaining upsets as SCUs. The majority of
events were SCUs but a number of MCUs were found. Table III
summarizes the top nineMCU shapes that were extracted during
this process (including the single-bit SCU “shape” of one). This
table lists the percentage of shapes extracted for each ion used
during radiation testing. The total number of shapes extracted is
summarized in the last row.
The sizes of extracted MCU events is plotted in Fig. 9 as

a function of LET and MCU size. At low LETs, only a small

Fig. 9. MCU sizes as a percentage of the total observed MCUs as a function
of LET.

TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF MCU SHAPES EXTRACTED FOR EACH ION

percentage of events are MCUs. As the LET increases, the per-
centage of SCUs decrease and theMCUs significantly increases.
With only 100-500 upsets per run the contamination from

CSEUs is quite low. The expected number of CSEUs erro-
neously counted asMCUs for this data is between 0.0006-0.062.
In comparison to the experimental error, which is calculated
using 95% Poisson confidence intervals, the contribution to the
error from CSEUs is negligible.

D. MBU Data Analysis

As described earlier, MBU events for FPGAs correspond to
an SEU event causing more than one cell to upset within a con-
figuration frame. MBUs refer only to the upsets of an MCU
event that occur in a single frame. Under normal circumstances,
MBU events are relatively easy to identify by the FPGA user.
These events are identified by performing a configuration read-
back on a frame and comparing all bits of the frame against the
corresponding golden configuration frame. If the number of bit
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Fig. 10. MBU sizes as a percentage of the total observed MBUs as a function
of LET.

differences in the frame is greater than one, the event is classi-
fied as an MBU.
The technique described in Section II for extracting MBUs

from MCUs was used on the Kintex-7 MCU data set. The sizes
of extracted MBU events is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of
LET and size. As with MCUs, at low LETs most of the events
are SCUs (99.23% at 1.5 ). As the LET increases, the
percentage of MCUs and MBUs increase but the percentage of
MCUs is always higher than MBUs. At the highest tested LET
(60 ), 38.1% of the events are classified as an MCU
while only 29.5% of the events are classified as MBUs. This
result suggests that interleaving is used to improve the SECDED
memory protection of individual frames. Because MBUs cause
the internal scan circuitry to stall until there is an external repair
of the bitstream, interleaving decreases the need for external
intervention particularly in terrestrial environments.
It is important to note that there are fewer MBU events than

MCU events–the MCU events represent events that often span
multiple logical frames. When viewed as MBUs, these events
are split up into multiple distinct events each in a logical frame.
These results suggest that interleaving cells between frames is
effective and that the internal SECDED coding scheme can re-
pair more MCU events by breaking such events into multiple
MBU events.

E. MCUs and Technology Scaling

It is interesting to compare the MCU and MBU behavior
of the 28-nm Kintex-7 against older Xilinx FPGA families.
Fig. 11 compares the percentage of events that cause MCUs
(more than one bit upset) for several different families. The
MCU data for the Virtex-5 (65-nm, UMC), Virtex-4 (90-nm,
UMC), Virtex-II (150-nm, UMC), and Virtex (180-nm, UMC)
technology nodes was obtained from [18]. For all families, the
percentage of MCUs increases with higher LET values [5], [7].
The dotted line represents the 28-nm Kintex-7 MCUs as a

percentage of observed events. As seen in this graph, the 28-nm
FPGA is more sensitive to MCUs at low LET. As the energy
increases, the MCU rate tracks the older Virtex-II series FPGA
suggesting that the manufacturer invested additional effort to
protect the configuration cells from multiple-cell upsets in this
smaller process geometry. The dashed line represents 28-nm

Fig. 11. MCU Events as a Percentage of SEUs for Five Xilinx FPGA Families.

Kintex-7 MBUs and highlights the advantage of configura-
tion memory interleaving. By interleaving the configuration
memory, the effective MBU rate is lower than all but the
Virtex-I FPGA family.

V. CONCLUSION

A method was introduced for identifying the physical adja-
cency of dense memory arrays from radiation test data that al-
lows experimenters to understand both the MBU and MCU ef-
fects of SRAM components. In this paper, we illustrated the
steps necessary for extracting MCUs and MBUs: translating
logical addresses to a coordinate system, determining the upset
pair offsets, modeling the physical adjacency through the off-
sets, and extracting MCUs/MBUs. This technique was applied
to a Xilinx 7-Series, 28-nm FPGA. These results show that bit
interleaving has reduced the impact of MCUs on the 7-Series
FPGA by distributing the upsets across frame boundaries and
relying on error correction codes for memory protection.
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